
 

 

VIDEO: Celebrate the Christening and Get aTour of
One of the Most Spectacular New Ships at Sea

 

There's a new cruise ship on the block - and she's a stunner!

Celebrity Cruises has debuted its second, Edge-class ship. The Celebrity Apex is sister ship to the celebrated Celebrity Edge.

The pandemic delayed the Celebrity Apex launch from its originally-scheduled debut in March 2020, but that made her christening ceremony in
Fort Lauderdale in November, 2021 maybe even more celebratory.

Lynn Elmhirst and Best Trip TV were on hand for that magical moment when a massive bottle of champagne smashed against the side of
the Apex in the traditional naming ceremony.

Watch the video above to join in that cruise ship christening magic. And also get a tour of the brand-new ship.

The Celebrity Apex takes all the favorite elements and contemporary design features of the Celebrity Edge - like the Magic Carpet, the only
cantilevered venue at sea, new, over-scaled design elements that provide 'wow' moments everywhere you turn, as well as the perfect
backdrops for photos to post to social media, new dining options, and an enhanced, multi-floor Retreat, the ship-within-a-ship concept that
provides Retreat guests with exclusive suites, lounge, dining, and pool deck.

Adding to this, the second-in-class ship amplifies the Edge Series with brand new offerings, such as a new bar called Craft Social , featuring
casual pub cuisine and some of the world's rarest craft beers; a reimagined Eden experience with a new dinner menu and an entirely
refreshed programming dubbed Wonder at Eden; the brand's most technologically advanced theatre yet , with a new 110-foot curved 4K
LED screen; new spa and wellness offerings; and a refreshed retail experience, like the first-ever Montblanc; just to name a few.

You won't want to wait to see this newest ship cruising the Caribbean this winter for yourself!

Following a short run of Greek Island sailings in the summer of 2021 and its trans-Atlantic crossing to Fort Lauderdale, the Celebrity Apex now
embarks from U.S shores on rotating Eastern and Western Caribbean itineraries, where guests will visit the picturesque islands of Puerto Rico,
St. Thomas, Belize, Grand Caymans and more.

#StartYourCruise!

For more details contact:
TEST - Transat Travel

PH: 416-620-8080
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